Introduction {#sec1}
============

In everyday life (social and physical scenarios), people often need to make causal attributions in contrast situations. For example, when Jim criticizes Fisher, Fisher does not get angry, and when Gibson criticizes Fisher, Fisher becomes angry. For this social scenario, a question is to infer which of three options (Fisher's influence, Gibson's influence, Fisher and Gibson's joint influence) lead to that Fisher becomes angry. A physical scenario is as follows: a piece of coal sinks in water, and a piece of wood floats on water ([@ref6]; [@ref4]). For this situation, a question is to infer what causes the piece of wood to float. This situation involves the contrast between two different causal instances. The fact that a piece of wood floats on water is the foreground causation in which the piece of wood floating needs to be explained, whereas the fact that a piece of coal sinks in water is the background causation that does not need to be explained. The example questions can vary with two response formats: two versus three options. For example, the wood question can have two response options: (1) the piece of wood, (2) the water, or three response options: (1) the piece of wood, (2) the water, (3) the joint influence of the piece of wood and the water. A current issue about such questions is whether people take simple contrast-factor attributions or complex joint attributions in causal contrast situations. No previous studies have investigated this issue. Therefore, it is noteworthy to clarify this issue.

In contrast situations, there are two main approaches to causal attributions: the covariation and mechanism approaches ([@ref38], [@ref39], [@ref40], [@ref41]; [@ref35]; [@ref8]; [@ref13]; [@ref3]; [@ref22]; [@ref24]). A basic concern is about contrast situations involving singular contrast factors. For such situations, the covariation approach predicts simple contrast-factor attributions, whereas the mechanism approach predicts complex joint attributions. We specify the two predictions as follows.

The covariation approach assumes that people compare different situations to find what factors make a difference to an effect, and attribute the effect to these factors ([@ref19]; [@ref26]; [@ref10], [@ref11]; [@ref34]; [@ref9]; [@ref8]; [@ref37]; [@ref6]; [@ref3]; [@ref4]; [@ref22]). If two situations show only one difference-making factor, it will be regarded as causative. For the wood question, comparing the background and foreground situation suggests the covariation between the agents (the coal versus the wood) and the effects (sinks in water versus floats on water). The covariation predicts the contrast-factor attribution that the wood floating is due to the wood. The covariation approach implies simple causal explanations for contrast situations involving singular contrast factors.

The mechanism approach treats causal attribution as a search for underlying mechanisms, and assumes that mechanism knowledge guides and constrains causal attributions, and people are sensitive to causal mechanism information ([@ref38], [@ref39], [@ref40], [@ref41]; [@ref1]; [@ref16]; [@ref24]; [@ref27]; [@ref7]). A causal mechanism is generally defined as a system of entities, parts, or variables that causally interact in organized or systematically predictable ways to result in a phenomenon or an effect ([@ref30]; [@ref23]; [@ref12]; [@ref24]). The original mechanism approach predicts only that when covariation information and mechanism knowledge predict different single-factor attributions, the influence of mechanism knowledge will trump the influence of covariation information such that people will prefer mechanism-based to covariation-based attributions ([@ref2]; [@ref16]). According to the mechanism approach, we further think that an effect is more likely to be brought about by the joint influence of multiple relevant factors in the causal mechanism, rather than one of these factors. Accordingly, people may attribute the effect to the joint influence of multiple relevant factors, showing the mechanism-based joint attribution. We for the first time clarify this explicit prediction, which is absent in the original mechanism approach. The mechanism approach predicts complex joint attributions for the wood question. According to floating mechanics, the wood floating results from the resultant force of the weight of the wood and the buoyancy of the water, independent of whether the background causation is present. Thus, the wood floating is due to the joint influence of the wood and the water.

In many cases, causal attributions depend on causal explanations in that a good causal attribution should provide a good explanation. Previous studies on causal explanation suggest that explanatory factors such as explanatory sufficiency and simplicity may affect people's preferences for causal explanations ([@ref18]; [@ref24]; [@ref29]; [@ref44]). Thus, we conjecture that the two approaches to causal attributions may be associated with some explanatory factors. For the wood question, the covariation approach implies an insufficient and simple explanation, whereas the mechanism approach implies a more sufficient and complex explanation. Here, explanatory sufficiency and simplicity predict opposite causal attributions. Explanatory sufficiency predicts preferring the sufficient and complex joint attribution, whereas explanatory simplicity predicts preferring the insufficient and simple contrast-factor attribution.

For the above issue, we think that the influence of explanatory sufficiency will trump the influence of explanatory simplicity, because a good causal attribution should primarily be sufficient for the effect. This prediction is suggested by the recent finding that for a causal explanation question without contrasts, people prefer complex explanations invoking two independent causes to simple explanations invoking one of the two causes because the former are more sufficient than the latter ([@ref44]). They proposed a complexity account that people prefer complex explanations because complex explanations are more sufficient than simple explanations. However, this account does not emphasize the role of mechanisms.

We propose a mechanism-based sufficiency account for causal attributions. It integrates mechanisms and explanatory sufficiency. Its basic idea is as follows. Causal attributions are guided by mechanism-based explanatory sufficiency, and people will prefer a causal attribution based on mechanism knowledge if it is more sufficient for the effect than other alternative attributions. For a contrast situation with only one contrast factor, the mechanism-based sufficiency account predicts that whether people take the joint attribution based on mechanism knowledge or the contrast-factor attribution based on covariation information may depend on explanatory sufficiency. The mechanism-based joint attribution is more sufficient than the contrast-factor attribution. Thus, people should prefer the former to the latter. Here, mechanism knowledge may be concrete and explicit, or abstract and implicit. When no explicit concrete mechanism knowledge is available, people may appeal to implicit abstract mechanism knowledge, which is like intuitive theories proposed by [@ref17]. For example, people may know only that an interaction between two objects results in that one of the two objects breaks, but do not know the concrete mechanism of how the interaction works in detail.

It is noteworthy that the mechanism-based sufficiency account differs from the conventional mechanism approach. The former emphasizes the role of explanatory sufficiency, which is neglected by the latter. Moreover, the mechanism-based sufficiency account also differs from the complexity account. The former argues that causal attributions are directly related to explanatory sufficiency based on mechanisms, whereas the latter emphasizes the role of explanatory complexity, but neglects the role of mechanisms. When explanatory sufficiency and complexity predict opposite explanations, simpler but sufficient explanations versus more complex but over-sufficient explanations, the mechanism-based sufficiency account predicts preferring the former, whereas the complex account predicts preferring the latter.

Previous studies on causal attributions neglected investigating the role of explanatory factors in contrast situations. And previous studies on explanation focused on causal situations without contrasts, but neglected investigating contrast situations. To our knowledge, no previous studies have investigated the role of explanatory sufficiency and simplicity in causal attribution in contrast situations. Present research also investigates this important theoretical issue.

Beller et al. examined whether contrast situations affect causal attributions by using the force-choice format with two options: a constant factor and a contrast factor ([@ref5]; [@ref6]; [@ref4]). These studies found that for the wood question, the majority of participants responded "it is due to the piece of wood," showing the contrast-factor attribution and the contrast effect. The contrast-factor attribution is biased because it deviates from the physically sufficient explanation that the piece of wood floating is due to the joint force of the piece of wood and the water regardless of whether there is the background causation.

Why do people show such biases? There are two possible reasons. One may be the demand effect that the force-choice format forced people to choose one of two options, and thereby solicits preferring contrast factors over constant factors. The other possible reason lies in the role of contrast situations. In the wood question, the contrast between the background and foreground set the covariation between the two agents and the two effects. The covariation may induce preferring the contrast factor over the constant factor in the foreground causation, as is predicted by the covariation approach.

We think that the force-choice dichotomous response format may be the primary reason of the bias. [@ref4] examined causal assignments and explanations for CO~2~ and air in the contrast situation problem where helium rises in air whereas CO~2~ stays down in air. Their task asked participants to first make quantitative ratings for the relative contributions of CO~2~ and air to the fact that CO~2~ stays down in air, and then give causal explanations for the fact. They found that the participants gave more weight for the contrast factor CO~2~ than for the constant factor air, but the majority (53%) of the participants gave the relational explanation that the fact is due to the interaction of CO~2~ and air. This result suggests that in contrast situations, people can make mechanism-based complex explanations, and thereby contrast situations are not bound to elicit contrast-factor attributions. Thus, the bias probably resulted from the force-choice dichotomous response format rather than the contrast situations. This response format rendered participants to fall into biased dichotomous choice without considering the sufficient joint explanation.

For the wood question, when using the three-option response format involving the joint option, the mechanism-based sufficiency account predicts that people will prefer the joint option to the two single-factor options, because the joint option is a sufficient explanation, whereas the other two options are insufficient explanations.

To our knowledge, no previous studies have systematically investigated whether people prefer complex joint attributions to simple contrast-factor attributions in contrast situations ([@ref3]; [@ref22]; [@ref24]). We conducted two experiments to investigate the issue. Experiment 1 examined causal attribution in contrast situations with concrete mechanism information. Experiment 2 further examined causal attribution in contrast situations with no concrete mechanism information.

Experiment 1 {#sec2}
============

Method {#sec3}
------

### Participants {#sec4}

A total of 80 college students (35 males, 45 females) from Shaanxi Xueqian Normal University in China participated in Experiment 1. The study was approved by the Shaanxi Normal University Human Research Ethics Committee. All the participants provided written informed consent.

### Design and Materials {#sec5}

Experiment 1 was a paper-and-pencil questionnaire study. We used a between-subjects design with situation (the absence versus presence of contrasts) as the between-subjects factor. There were two groups: the contrast group and the baseline group without contrasts. The contrast group received a contrast problem with a contrast situation comprising two causal instances: one was the foreground compound causation in which two agents jointly resulted in an effect, and the other was the background simple causation in which only one agent resulted in an effect. The two causal instances shared a common agent as the constant factor. One of the two agents in the foreground causation was the contrasting factor that was absent in the background causation. The contrast problem is presented as follows. Here is the English version translated from the original Chinese version.

**Instruction**

Please read the following contents and then tick one option as your answer to each question. Thank you for your cooperation.

1\. In [Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, an unmanned sailboat berthed at Location S is in a river at the beginning. Then it was affected by the current and eventually reached Location C. In [Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, the sailboat berthed at Location S at the beginning. Then, a wind from the left to the right rose. The sailboat was affected by the current and the wind. Finally, it reached Location E. Compared with that the sailboat reached Location C in [Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, that the sailboat reached Location E in [Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} was due to: (A) the influence of the current; (B) the influence of the wind; (C) influence of the sailboat; (D) the joint influence of the current and the wind; (E) the joint influence of the current, the wind, and the sailboat.

![The contrast of two situations in Experiment 1.](fpsyg-10-01881-g001){#fig1}

The baseline group received the baseline problem that was adapted from the contrast problem in the contrast group by removing the content of the background causation.

According to the mechanism-based sufficiency account, option D was the mechanism-based sufficiency attribution because the movement of the sailboat was determined by the joint force of the current and the wind, whereas each of the three single-factor options was too simple and thereby was insufficient for the arrival of the sailboat. Option E involved unnecessary explanatory information (that is, the sailboat) because the sailboat itself was not a cause of its movement. Thus, Option E was over-complex and over-sufficient so that it was not appropriate. Consequently, the mechanism-based sufficiency account predicted that participants would prefer option D to the other options regardless of whether the contrast situation was present. Conversely, the covariation approach predicted that participants would prefer contrast-factor attributions in the contrast situation. Moreover, according to the complexity account ([@ref44]), participants would prefer option E, which was the most complex attribution.

### Procedure {#sec6}

The participants were assigned to one of the two groups. They took about 5 min to complete the questionnaires in quiet classrooms. Each participant received a pen for participation.

Results and Discussion {#sec7}
======================

The results are shown in [Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"}. For each problem, the majority of participants (no less than 75%) judged that the effect is due to the joint force of the current and the wind, showing sufficient joint attributions. The proportion of the sufficient joint attributions was significantly higher than the overall proportion of the other attributions, which included contrast-factor attributions. For the baseline problem, *χ*^2^(1) = 12.1, *p* \< 0.005, *W* = 0.6; for the contrast problem, *χ*^2^(1) = 10, *p* \< 0.005; *W* = 0.5. Overall, participants preferred the sufficient joint attribution to the other attributions.

###### 

The frequencies (percentages) of causal attributions in Experiment 1.

  Group                Causal attributions                                
  -------------------- --------------------- -------- ------- ----------- ----------
  The baseline group   0 (0)                 0 (0)    0 (0)   31 (77.5)   9 (22.5)
  The contrast group   0 (0)                 6 (15)   0 (0)   30 (75)     4 (10)

We conducted a 2 (situation: the contrast versus baseline group) × 2 (type of causal attributions: the sufficient attributions versus the other attributions) Chi-square independence test for the two problems. It showed no differences between the two groups, *χ*^2^(1) = 0.07, *p* \> 0.05. Compared with the baseline group, the contrast group showed no contrast effects.

In summary, for compound causation with mechanism information, contrast situations did not affect causal attributions in contrast situations. In both the presence and absence of contrast situations, participants generally preferred mechanism-based sufficient joint attributions to the other attributions. This result is consistent with the prediction of the mechanism-based sufficiency account, but not the prediction of the covariation approach and the complexity account.

Experiment 2 {#sec8}
------------

Experiment 1 found that for compound causation with mechanism information, sufficient joint attributions were predominant in contrast situations. Experiment 2 further investigated whether people can make joint attributions for simple causation without explicit concrete mechanism information in contrast situations. In order to test the contrast effects found in the previous studies ([@ref5]; [@ref6]; [@ref4]), Experiment 2 used the contrast design that is similar to that in [@ref4]. Each problem gave a contrast situation that consisted of two causal statements without explicit mechanism information. Each causal statement involved a simple causation between an agent and a patient.

Method {#sec9}
------

### Participants {#sec10}

A total of 80 college students (36 males, 44 females) from Xi'an University of Finance and Economics in China participated in Experiment 2. The study was approved by the Shaanxi Normal University Human Research Ethics Committee. All the participants provided written informed consent.

### Design and Materials {#sec11}

The experiment was a paper-and-pencil questionnaire study. We used a between-subjects design with situation (the absence versus presence of contrasts) as the between-subjects factor. There were two groups: the baseline and contrast group.

The contrast group received a questionnaire containing eight problems: four natural problems and four social problems. Each problem involved a contrast of two causal statements: one is the background causation and the other is the foreground causation. The former is followed by the latter. A question following the two statements asked participants to judge whether the effect in the foreground causation is due to the influence of the agent, the influence of the patient, or the joint influence of the agent and patient. There were two kinds of contrast problems: four agent-contrast problems and four patient-contrast problems. An agent-contrast problem involved the contrast between two agents in causation (e.g., a piece of tofu does not break a piece of glass. A stone breaks a piece of glass). A patient-contrast problem involved the contrast between two patients in causation (e.g., a stone does not break a steel plate. The stone breaks a piece of glass). The two kinds of contrasts were orthogonally combined with two setting types of causation: symmetrical and asymmetrical settings. In a symmetrical setting, the agent and patient play an equal role in causation such that it is difficult to discern which is active or passive. In an asymmetrical setting, the agent and patient play unequal roles in causation such that it is easy to discern which is active or passive. Two symmetrical instances were that the piece of salt dissolves in water and that Ben laughs when watching Carter's performance. Two asymmetrical instances were that the stone breaks a piece of glass, and the instance that when Gibson criticizes Fisher, Fisher becomes angry.

The contrast group's questionnaire is presented as follows. It is the English version translated from the original Chinese version. The problems in the questionnaire were counterbalanced.

### Instruction {#sec12}

Please read the following contents and then tick one option as your answer to each question.

1.  A piece of tofu does not break a piece of glass. A stone breaks the piece of glass. That the piece of glass is broken is due to: (A) the influence of the stone, (B) the influence of the piece of glass, (C) the joint influence of the stone and the piece of glass.

2.  Ben does not laugh when watching Ethan's performance. Ben laughs when watching Carter's performance. That Ben laughs is due to: (A) Ben's influence, (B) Carter's influence, (C) Ben and Carter's joint influence.

3.  A stone does not dissolve in water. A piece of salt dissolves in water. That the piece of salt dissolves in water is due to: (A) the influence of the piece of salt, (B) the influence of the water, (C) the joint influence of the piece of salt and the water.

4.  When Jim criticizes Fisher, Fisher does not get angry. When Gibson criticizes Fisher, Fisher becomes angry. That Fisher becomes angry is due to: (A) Fisher's influence, (B) Gibson's influence, (C) Fisher and Gibson's joint influence.

5.  A stone does not break a steel plate. The stone breaks a piece of glass. That the piece of glass is broken is due to: (A) the influence of the stone, (B) the influence of the piece of glass, (C) the joint influence of the stone and the piece of glass.

6.  Duncan does not laugh when watching Carter's performance. Ben laughs when watching Carter's performance. That Ben laughs is due to: (A) Ben's influence, (B) Carter's influence, (C) Ben and Carter's joint influence.

7.  A piece of salt does not dissolve in alcohol. The piece of salt dissolves in water. That the piece of salt dissolves in water is due to: (A) the influence of the piece of salt, (B) the influence of the water, (C) the joint influence of the piece of salt and the water.

8.  When Gibson criticizes Hugo, Hugo does not get angry. When Gibson criticizes Fisher, Fisher becomes angry. That Fisher becomes angry is due to: (A) Fisher's influence, (B) Gibson's influence, (C) Fisher and Gibson's joint influence.

The baseline group's questionnaire contained four problems that were adapted from the contrast group's problems by removing the background causation information. The four problems involved the following four respective statements:

1.  A stone breaks the piece of glass.

2.  A piece of salt dissolves in water.

3.  Ben laughs when watching Carter's performance.

4.  Fisher becomes angry when he is criticized by Gibson.

To avoid the possible influence of school education on participants' specific mechanism knowledge, we did not use problems in which causal contents such as the wood floating are taught in school education. Instead, we used the problems in which causal contents are generally absent in school education.

The mechanism-based sufficiency account predicted that participants would prefer joint attributions to contrast-factor attributions because the former are more sufficient than the latter. Conversely, the covariation approach predicted that participants would prefer contrast-factor attributions.

### Procedure {#sec13}

The procedure was identical to that in Experiment 1.

Results and Discussion {#sec14}
======================

The results are shown in [Table 2](#tab2){ref-type="table"}. There were no significant differences between symmetrical and asymmetrical settings for causal relationships. Thus, the setting type of causation did not affect causal attributions.

###### 

The frequencies (percentages) of causal attributions in Experiment 2.

  Problems         The baseline group   The contrast group                                                                                 
  ---------------- -------------------- -------------------- ------------- ------------ ------------ ------------- ---------- ------------ -------------
  Glass breaking   8 (20)               0 (0)                32 (80)       9 (22.5)     1 (2.5)      30 (75)       2 (5)      16 (40)      22 (55)
  Dissolution      3 (7.5)              12 (30)              25 (62.5)     4 (10)       4 (10)       32 (80)       2 (5)      15 (37.5)    23 (57.5)
  Laugh            2 (5)                4 (10)               34 (85)       6 (15)       11 (27.5)    23 (57.5)     5 (12.5)   7 (17.5)     28 (70)
  Anger            4 (10)               8 (20)               28 (70)       6 (15)       10 (25)      24 (60)       0 (0)      7 (17.5)     33 (82.5)
  Overall          17 (10.62)           24 (15.00)           119 (74.38)   25 (15.62)   26 (16.25)   109 (68.13)   9 (5.62)   45 (28.13)   106 (66.25)

For the baseline group, we tested the difference between joint and single-factor attributions for each problem. For the contrast group, we tested the difference between joint and contrast-factor attributions for each problem. The results of the Chi-square tests of uniform distributions are shown in [Table 3](#tab3){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

The results of the Chi-square tests of uniform distributions in Experiment 2.

  Problems         The baseline group                          The contrast group                          
  ---------------- ------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------
  Glass breaking   14.40[\*\*\*](#tfn3){ref-type="table-fn"}   11.31[\*\*\*](#tfn3){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.95
  Dissolution      2.50                                        21.78[\*\*\*](#tfn3){ref-type="table-fn"}   1.68
  Laugh            19.60[\*\*\*](#tfn3){ref-type="table-fn"}   9.97[\*\*](#tfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}      12.60[\*\*\*](#tfn3){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Anger            6.40[\*](#tfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}        10.8[\*\*](#tfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}      16.9[\*\*\*](#tfn3){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Overall          38.03[\*\*\*](#tfn3){ref-type="table-fn"}   21.03[\*\*\*](#tfn3){ref-type="table-fn"}   16.90[\*\*\*](#tfn3){ref-type="table-fn"}

*df = 1*.

p \< 0.05,

p \< 0.01,

*p \< 0.001*.

In the baseline group, for three of the four problems, the proportions of joint attributions were significantly larger than the respective proportions of single-factor attributions. In the contrast group, for six of the eight problems, the proportions of joint attributions were significantly larger than the respective proportions of contrast-factor attributions. Although few problems showed no significant differences, the majority (more than or equal to 55%) of participants preferred joint attributions. The problems showing no significant differences may be due to that the sample of responses is not enough large. When the results were collapsed across problems, the overall results with the large sample of responses showed significant differences between joint attributions and contrast-factor attributions, as shown in [Table 3](#tab3){ref-type="table"}. Overall, for each problem in both the baseline and contrast group, the majority of participants preferred joint attributions.

We conducted a 2 (situation: no-contrast versus agent-contrast) × 2 (type of attributions: single-factor versus joint attributions) Chi-square independence test for each pair of problems. For the problems in [Table 2](#tab2){ref-type="table"}, from top to bottom, the test results are as follows: *χ*^2^(1) = 0.29, *p* \> 0.05; *χ*^2^(1) = 2.99, *p* \> 0.05; *χ*^2^(1) = 7.38, *p* \< 0.05; *χ*^2^(1) = 0.88, *p* \> 0.05. For the Laugh scenario, the two groups showed a significant difference. This was because the contrast question yielded less joint attributions although joint attributions were preferred by the majority. For the overall results, the agent-contrast and no-contrast condition showed no differences, *N* = 320, *χ*^2^(1) = 1.53, *p* \> 0.05.

We also conducted a 2 (situation: no-contrast versus patient-contrast) × 2 (type of attributions: single-factor versus joint attributions) Chi-square independence test for each pair of problems. For the problems in [Table 2](#tab2){ref-type="table"}, from top to bottom, the test results are as follows: *χ*^2^(1) = 5.70, *p* \< 0.05; *χ*^2^(1) = 0.21, *p* \> 0.05; *χ*^2^(1) = 2.58, *p* \> 0.05; *χ*^2^(1) = 1.73, *p* \> 0.05. For the glass breaking scenario, the two groups showed a significant difference. This was because the contrast question yielded less joint attributions although joint attributions were preferred by the majority. For the overall results, the patient-contrast and no-contrast condition showed no differences, *N* = 320, *χ*^2^(1) = 2.53, *p* \> 0.05.

In summary, for simple causation without explicit mechanism information, the contrast group did not show more contrast-factor attributions than the baseline group, and thereby contrast situations did not affect causal attributions. In both the presence and absence of contrasts, participants generally preferred sufficient joint attributions to insufficient contrast-factor attributions. These results are consistent with the prediction of the mechanism-based sufficiency account rather than the covariation approach. Experiment 2 replicated the finding of preferring sufficient joint attributions in Experiment 1.

Experiment 2 did not replicate the contrast effects found in the previous studies ([@ref5]; [@ref6]; [@ref4]). However, the present finding that the majority of participants made joint attributions is consistent with the previous finding that the majority (53%) of participants gave relational or joint explanations for effects in Beller and Bender's Experiment 2 ([@ref4]). This suggests that the present response format is also valid for measuring causal attributions, like the causal explanation question used by them.

General Discussion {#sec15}
==================

Experiment 1 found that for a compound causation with explicit mechanism information, participants tended to attribute an effect to the joint influence of two agents on a patient. Experiment 2 found that for a simple causation without explicit mechanism information, participants tended to attribute an effect to the joint influence of an agent and a patient. Both experiments demonstrated that in both the presence and absence of contrast situations, participants generally preferred sufficient joint attributions over the other attributions regardless of whether mechanism information was present, and contrast situations did not affect causal attributions. Thus, sufficient joint attributions for compound causation with explicit mechanism information can generalize to simple causation without explicit mechanism information. To my knowledge, these findings are novel on the whole.

Overall, these findings favor the mechanism-based sufficiency account rather than the covariation approach and the complexity account. The mechanism-based sufficiency account predicts that people should attribute an effect to the joint influence of multiple relevant factors involved in the mechanism. The covariation approach predicts that a contrast situation should elicit contrast-factor attributions based on covariation involved in the contrast situation.

In Experiment 1, the predominance of sufficient joint attributions implies that when mechanism and covariation information are both present, sufficient joint attributions based on mechanism information are more sufficient for effects than contrast-factor attributions based on covariation information are. Thus, the influence of mechanism information trumps the influence of covariation information. Moreover, the predominance of sufficient joint attributions also implies that people prefer sufficient to over-sufficient joint attributions although over-sufficient joint attributions involve more information and are more complex than sufficient joint attributions. This suggests that preferences for complex joint attributions are modulated by explanatory sufficiency and are not directly related to explanatory complexity or amount of information. Thus, preferring joint attributions is not based on explanatory complexity or amount of information. This supports the mechanism-based sufficiency account, but not the complexity account.

Experiment 2 showed the predominance of joint attributions for simple causation in contrast situations without explicit mechanism information. This implies that people still prefer joint attributions to contrast-factor attributions even if explicit concrete mechanism information is absent. We explain this phenomenon as follows. When explicit concrete mechanisms are absent, people can make joint attributions by appealing to implicit abstract mechanism knowledge such as the general principle that an effect is generally brought about by the joint influence of multiple relevant factors involved in the causal mechanism. Such implicit abstract mechanism knowledge belongs to intuitive theories proposed by [@ref17]. For example, although people do not know the concrete mechanism of how a stone and a piece of glass interact to result in the piece of glass breaking, they know that the piece of glass breaking is due to the interaction of the two objects. Thus, the joint influence of the two objects is more sufficient than the influence of one object is. Thus, the implicit abstract mechanism knowledge can explain preferring joint attributions given no explicit mechanism information.

Experiment 2 found that symmetrical versus asymmetrical settings for simple causation did not affect causal attributions. Even though agents and patients play unequal roles in causation, participants still preferred joint attributions to contrast-factor attributions. This implies that in Experiment 2, the absence of contrast effects is not due to the setting type of causal relationships. This finding is different from the previous finding of contrast effects in physically symmetrical settings ([@ref5]; [@ref6]; [@ref4]).

Overall, in both the presence and absence of contrast situations, people prefer sufficient joint attributions based on mechanism knowledge to contrast-factor attributions based on covariation information regardless of whether mechanism information is explicit. Causal attributions tend to rely on mechanism knowledge rather than covariation information, as predicted by the mechanism-based sufficiency account. This tendency can be explained as follows: causal mechanism involving multiple relevant factors is intrinsic to causation, whereas contrastive situations are extrinsic to causation. For an effect, the joint attribution implies a sufficient endogenous explanation, whereas the contrast-factor attribution implies an insufficient exogenous explanation with reference to external contrastive situations. The former is more sufficient than the latter. Thus, people tend to base their causal attributions on intrinsic mechanisms, showing the preference for joint attributions.

The predominance of sufficient joint attributions implies that people think that it is the joint of multiple relevant factors, rather than a single contrast factor, that brings about an effect. This finding resonates with the recent finding that in the explanation evaluation task, people have a preference for complex explanations that invoke more causes to explain an effect ([@ref44]). Preferring sufficient joint attributions and explanations is consistent with the mechanism approach. For example, classical mechanics argues that the motion of a body is determined by the resultant of forces acting on it. They are different from one-sided contrast-factor attributions that are prevalent in previous research on casual reasoning ([@ref19]; [@ref26]; [@ref14]; [@ref31]; [@ref10], [@ref11]; [@ref34]; [@ref9]; [@ref37]; [@ref42], [@ref43]; [@ref3]; [@ref22]). To our knowledge, we for the first time demonstrate that people prefer sufficient joint explanations to one-sided contrast-factor explanations in contrast situations. This preference conforms to the idea that people engage in a process called "inference to the best explanation" ([@ref29]). That is, one infers that a hypothesis is likely to be true based on the fact that it best explains the data. In contrast situations, compared with the simple contrast-factor attribution, the joint attribution is sufficient for an effect, and thereby is the better explanation preferred by people.

The present finding of preferring sufficient attributions suggests that causal attributions are directly related to explanatory sufficiency, but not explanatory complexity. The influence of explanatory complexity is modulated by explanatory sufficiency. This is confirmed by the results of Experiment 1. The present finding of preferring sufficient attributions differs from the previous finding of preferring simpler explanations in the explanation evaluation task ([@ref28]; [@ref36]; [@ref25]). Johnson et al. proposed the opponent heuristic account for the opponent preference pattern ([@ref25]). The idea is that objective simplicity/complexity of causal phenomena affects people's preferences and people use the simplicity and complexity heuristic to explain simple and complex phenomena, respectively. The mechanism-based sufficiency account can explain this flexibility as follows. For a complex phenomenon, a complex explanation is sufficient, whereas a simple explanation is insufficient. In this case, people will prefer the complex explanation. For a simple phenomenon, a simple explanation is sufficient, whereas a complex explanation is unnecessary. In this case, people will prefer the simple explanation. When the simple explanation is sufficient for the effect, the complex explanation may artificially complicate matters and thereby is biased. Here, explanatory sufficiency is the primary factor that modulates people's preferences for simplicity or complexity. Thus, preferences for simplicity or complexity are modulated by explanatory sufficiency, and thereby are flexible. This is confirmed by the present finding of preferring sufficient attributions.

The above analyses suggest that people's preferences for simplicity/complexity may vary with some modulating variables, and thereby are flexible. These modulating variables include complexity of causal phenomena and explanatory sufficiency. The mechanism-based sufficiency account can integrate these variables together. How do these variables interact to affect causal attributions and explanations? This question is worth further study.

It is noteworthy that the mechanism-based sufficiency account does not equate to the conventional mechanism approach, though the mechanism-based sufficiency account and the mechanism approach have the same prediction for causal attributions in the present experiments. Specifically, the mechanism-based sufficiency account involves explanatory sufficiency that modulates the assessment of whether mechanism information is sufficient for an effect. However, explanatory sufficiency is not necessary for the mechanism approach, because there are some mechanism explanations that are partial and insufficient. For example, for the question about the glass breaking, the stone (the constant factor) is one factor involved in the mechanism, but not sufficient for the glass breaking. Thus, people do not take the constant-factor attribution based on one aspect of the mechanism. This is confirmed by the results of the present experiments.

The previous finding of contrast-factor attributions is essentially a pragmatic effect that resulted from the influence of covariation in contrast situations without mechanism information ([@ref4]). [@ref21], [@ref22] demonstrated that some other pragmatic factors such as interpersonal explanation processes and variations in implicit contrasts can affect causal attributions and explanations. Thus, pragmatic factors such as contrast settings and conversational contexts can elicit contrast-factor explanations. Although our Experiment 2 did not find contrast effects, we conjecture that in a contrast situation, the way of questioning may affect whether contrast effects occur. In particular, if a question explicitly focuses on the difference between two contrastive instances, it will elicit contrast-factor explanations. For example, for the pair of "a stone does not break a steel plate" and "the stone breaks a piece of glass," why is it the piece of glass, rather than the steel plate, that breaks? This contrastive question will elicit the contrast-factor explanation: the piece of glass breaking is because the piece of glass is more brittle than the steel plate. Our Experiment 2 used the non-contrastive question without focusing on the difference between contrastive instances, and thereby failed to find the contrast effect. Thus, contrast-factor attributions may result from contrastive questions, and thereby are pragmatic phenomena. This is consistent with the explaining difference view that regards attributions as explaining differences between different causal situations ([@ref20]).

When using non-contrastive questions, the influence of mechanism knowledge may trump the influence of contrast settings, and people may prefer sufficient joint explanations to simple contrast-factor explanations, resulting in that contrast situations no longer affect causal attributions. This is confirmed by the results of Experiment 2. Thus, contrast situations are not bound to elicit contrast-factor attributions. Overall, for simple causation involving an agent and a patient, whether contrast situations can elicit contrast-factor attributions may depend on the way of questioning (contrastive versus non-contrastive questioning). Future studies should investigate this direction.

However, Experiment 1 revealed that given explicit mechanism information for compound causation involving two agents and a patient, the contrastive questions failed to elicit contrast-factor attributions, and participants still preferred joint attributions. This result suggests that given explicit mechanism information, even for contrastive questions, the influence of mechanism knowledge can trump the influence of contrast settings.

Moreover, the response format of questions can affect causal attributions. Experiment 2 failed to find contrast effects in contrast situations without explicit mechanism information. This result is different from the previous finding of contrast effects ([@ref5]; [@ref6]; [@ref4]). This difference arises from the response format difference between our and their experiments. Our experiments used the multiple-option format that involves the joint attribution, whereas their experiments used the two-option format that involves only single-factor attributions. This difference implies that when the joint option is available, people generally prefer sufficient joint attributions to simple contrast-factor attributions regardless of whether there are contrast situations. Contrast situations fail to elicit contrast-factor attributions even if explicit mechanism information is absent. Thus, the contrast effects found in their studies resulted from the demand limitation of the two options used in Beller et al.'s studies. The dichotomous response format limited their participants' choices to the two one-sided options and induced contrast-factor attributions. Such response format resulted in biased dichotomous thinking without considering the complex joint attribution. When not using the biased dichotomous response format, contrast effects will no longer occur. This is confirmed by the results of Experiment 2. Moreover, the present finding of the predominance of joint attributions is consistent with the previous finding that the majority (53%) of participants gave the relational or joint explanation for the effect in Beller and Bender's Experiment 2 ([@ref4]). This suggests that the present response format is valid, like the open explanation question used by them. Finally, we used more diverse casual contents (six kinds of causal contents) than they did (two kinds of physical causal contents: an object floating on a liquid and a gas staying down in a substance), and thereby the present findings were more generalizable. Overall, the present finding is more valid than their finding.

Overall, the aforementioned factors may affect whether people take sufficient joint attributions or other attributions. How do these factors affect people's preferences in causal attribution? The mechanism-based sufficiency account promises to answer this question, because it integrates mechanism information and the sufficiency standard of causal attributions, and thereby seems to be able to accommodate the main modulating variables. Future studies should explore this possibility.
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